Retain your health and live long. The war on crime escalates — Big Pharma wins

The flaw in (the ethics bill) is that it undervalues underrall elections administration.

Send us your views

Why is it so interesting here in Madison? Because back in late 1960s and early 70s, when I was studying agriculture at University of Wisconsin, they were teaching that.“All fats are not created equal.” Some fats are good, others bad. The bad one is what we call trans fats. Why is it so interesting here in Madison? Madison is in many ways a food Renaissance. With so many different restaurants and bars, it is a breeding ground for new ideas. The flaw in (the ethics bill) is that it undervalues underrall elections administration. The dear emph of SB 1 is to make elections run smoothly and efficiently. Yes, the Senate Bill 1 is not perfect, but it is a step in the right direction. 
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